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Digital Watchdog® is the industry leader in digital recorders, surveillance cameras and related management  
software, delivering complete video surveillance solutions for HD over Coax and HD IP Systems of any size for 
any application. 
IP Solutions: Complete IP megapixel surveillance solutions include single- and multi-sensor MEGApix® cameras 
and edge recording systems, Blackjack® servers and DW Spectrum® IPVMS complete suite for server, cloud, 
mobile and on-camera control.  
Analog Solutions: Complete HD over Coax™ solutions include single- and multi-sensor Star-Light™ 1080p  
cameras. Universal HD over Coax® cameras and VMAX® A1™ recorder support HD-Analog, HD-TVI,  
HD-CVI, and all analog signals up to 960H resolution using existing coaxial installations.  

Sperry West has become the industry’s leading manufacturer of covert video surveillance cameras and kits.  
Sperry West covert cameras are everyday items that go undercover to get the job done without detection. Most 
covert cameras are available in high-resolution and available with Wi-Fi. Sperry West also developed the first 
commercial video surveillance kit, the Video Commander. 

Ventra Technology is an innovative leader in Vehicle Centric, Mobile Video Recording and Fleet Management 
Solutions. With a primary focus on offering leading edge technology which enhances the overall Safety, Security 
and Management of vehicle operation and the security of personnel. Ventra combines advanced hardware with 
powerful, yet intuitive software to easily manage, customize and analyze essential data. Ventra provides  
comprehensive local and cloud solution that can be easily implemented in any vehicle, application or industry. 
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IP AND VIDEO SECURITY

ACCESS CONTROL 

RBH Access—from Small Business to Enterprise Access Control Solutions, RBH has packages specifically 
tailored to a customer’s needs. Utilizing the latest in Microsoft platform technology, RBH delivers responsive and 
reliable software on the desktop, server and over the web. Employing open interface protocols allows for a great 
selection of available identification devices from proximity, to fingerprint and iris, as well as a myriad of other 
technologies available on the market today. 

ProdataKey A cloud access control platform built for mobile. From installation to end-user management pdk.io 
delivers complete functionality from any device, anywhere, anytime. Pdk.io is the only access platform with  
two-factor authentication for enhanced security.  Regardless of the size of your business, pdk.io is scalable and 
makes access management easier than ever. (Except WV) 

AWID combines proprietary and best-available technology with design expertise in antenna, RF, and  
communication systems to creat the best breed of RFID products. AWID is dedicated to the design, development 
and supply of advanced contactless RFID readers. AWID pioneers development of Long Range (LR) readers such 
as LR-2000/LR-2200/LR-3000 which combine traditional proximity Wiegand signal and UHF technology for 
Long Range reader in one reader. 

IDEMIA IDEMIA is the global leader in trusted identities for an increasingly digital world. IDEMIA’s biometric 
access control & time solutions include the MorphoAccess® SIGMA family of biometric readers, preferred around 
the world for workplace security and employee management, and the frictionless MorphoWAVE™, and  
MorphoWave™ Compact. IDEMIA’s biometric access control & time solutions support FIPS201 standards: PIV, 
PIV I, PIV C, CAC Endpoint, and TWIC.  



American Video Equipment (AVE) is a worldwide leader in providing video surveillance products and solutions to the  
security industry. AVE is a global leader in the area of POS (Point of Sale) Video Surveillance in the Retail Loss Prevention 
sector. Their POS Solutions provide the largest support of Cash Register and POS terminals including advanced PC based  
systems. AVE also works with many other CCTV brands and supports full video and POS integration with other manufacturers. 

BlackHawk Labs manufacturers wall mounted enclosures designed in a vertical orientation. The MiniRaQ’s vertical wall 
mount minimizes the distance the enclosure extended from the wall. Once the back plate for the MiniRaQ is secured to the wall 
the rest of the installation is done without needing any tools. 

Minuteman is a leading provider of power projection and management products. Minuteman’s products include single phase 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPSs), Surge Protectors, Remote Power Managers (RPMs), and Power Distribution Units 
(PDUs).  (New England Only) 

Veracity  develops and markets innovative transmission, storage and display products, primarily for network video surveillance 
applications. Veracity IP solutions are grouped into three key areas : Transmission, Storage and Display.  Focusing on high-
bandwidth megapixel IP camera systems, Veracity solves key issues which would otherwise restrict the use of IP video  
surveillance. Veracity’s COLDSTORE is a Surveillance Storage System that uses a sequential filing system (SFS™)  and a 
Linear Array of Idle Disks (LAID™)  to provide extremely high disk reliability, capacity and low TCO and disk costs with a 
90% power saving versus typical RAID. COLDSTORE is surveillance storage designed specifically for long retention  
requirements. 

P-3 Preferred Power Products is an industry leading manufacturer and designer of electronic components and power supplies 
for the Security Industry. All P3 manufacturing facilities are ISO 9001 certified. P3 offers a comprehensive line of low voltage 
power supplies and accessories for CCTV, Access Control, General Security and A/V. Products include CCTV power supplies, 
POE injectors and rack mount power supplies. 

ACCESSORIES 
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